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Coalworkers'
pneumoconiosis in Britain
today and tomorrow
Since 1965 the number of new certifications of coalworkers'
pneumoconiosis (defined radiologically as category 2 or more)
has declined from over 1000 to just under 500, and the pro-
portion of working miners among those certified has been
halved. The prevalence of all categories of the disease in
working miners aged 55 to 59 fell from 22% in 1965 to 13%
in 1979.1 The corresponding reduction in the 35-44-year age
group was from 6% to 1-30 , showing that pneumoconiosis is
increasingly a disease of older men.

Several reasons account for these changes in the prevalence
and age distribution of pneumoconiosis in working miners.
Firstly, contraction of the underground workforce and volun-
tary early retiral for men with long service have reduced the
numbers with pneumoconiosis. The coal industry has also been
strikingly successful in reducing dust levels underground,
guided by research which has described the relation between
exposure to respirable dust and the risk of developing pneumo-
coniosis.2 3 Thus the industry is in the unique position of
being able to base action to prevent disease on a detailed assess-
ment of the potential health benefits and the financial and
social costs of such action.
At present the emphasis in prevention of pneumoconiosis is

on reduction in levels of respirable dust underground. This
approach is based on the coal industry's research on ventilation
and dust control. The less dust a man is exposed to, the smaller
is his risk of developing simple pneumoconiosis and hence of
progressing to the disabling massive fibrosis. These measures
are supplemented by the industry's periodic x-ray scheme, by
which all men are offered chest radiography every four years.
Any man found to have early radiographic signs of simple
pneumoconiosis is told of this and offered appropriate medical
advice. Men with category 2 simple pneumoconiosis are
advised to apply to the Department of Health's pneumo-
coniosis medical boards for assessment. If the disease is
confirmed the coal industry is legally required to offer the man
work in conditions where the dust levels are known to be low
and to keep him under regular medical supervision.
On the whole these measures seem to be working well, and

the risk of disablement by pneumoconiosis is appreciably less
than it was a decade ago. Indeed, in some parts of the coalfield,
pneumoconiosis is now very rare. Some problems remain,
however. The main difficulty is in understanding the causes of
progressive massive fibrosis. Recent work (so far published only
in abstract) has shown that this potentially disabling condition
may occur long after a man has stopped being exposed to dust,4
and the length of time dust resides in the lung seems to be a
crucial factor. We also know that progressive massive fibrosis
is especially likely to occur in men whose simple pneumoconio-
sis progresses unusually rapidly5 and that such men have often
been exposed to relatively high proportions of quartz in the
dust they have breathed.6 7 The suggestion that quartz may be
responsible for some cases of progressive massive fibrosis has
been supported by recent pathological studies.8 Quartz is not
the cause of all progressive massive fibrosis, however; indeed,
most cases still occur in South Wales, where in general
exposures to quartz underground are very low. Speculation on
the causes of non-quartz-induced progressive massive fibrosis
would be premature, but one known factor is the total dose of
respirable dust to which the man has been exposed. In the past

these doses have probably been higher in South Wales than
elsewhere. Further investigation is needed of the peculiar
characteristics of the dust and of men's exposure to it that
make this part of Britain the area of highest prevalence of
pneumoconiosis.
With continued control of mixed respirable dust under-

ground coalworkers' pneumoniosis should become increasingly
uncommon in Britain. As this happens, a higher proportion of
the cases that do occur are likely to be due to exposure to
mixtures of dust containing relatively high proportions of
quartz, since the dose of quartz required to cause disease is
much smaller than that of coal. Quartz occurs in small amounts
in all mixed coal-mine dust; the proportion rises to relatively
high levels when cutting coal requires taking intrusions of roof
or floor as well. The industry is now considering action to
reduce these risks. Since nationalisation, the British coal
industry has played a unique part in preventive medicine by
sponsoring research to define its medical problems and by
taking action based on the results of the research. This has
allowed the formulation and introduction of sensible regula-
tions for the control of dust. The falling prevalence ofpneumo-
coniosis and continued control of dust levels despite increasing
productivity stand witness to the merits of such a policy.
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Carotid body tumours
Carotid body tumours have been the subject of surgical interest
for the past 100 years, but they still present three main clinical
problems.
The first concerns their diagnosis. Many reported series of

patients treated surgically record that the definitive operation
was done after a previous diagnostic exploration or biopsy in as
many as one-third of cases, indicating that at the first operation
the diagnosis was unknown or incorrect. Carotid body tumours
are usually hard or firm, but they may be soft and compressible.
They do not usually pulsate or cause a bruit. They are
frequently misdiagnosed as an enlarged cervical lymph node
and discovered by a junior surgeon attempting a biopsy, some-
times under local anaesthesia. The only way for surgeons to
make a correct diagnosis is to remember their existence.
The two most important physical signs of carotid body

tumours are that they occur at the carotid artery bifurcation,
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